The paper retraces the development of a mechanistic multicompartmental system model describing particle retention in lungs under chronic inhalation exposures. This model was first developed and experimentally tested for various conditions of exposure to polydisperse dusts of SiO 2 or TiO 2 . Later on it was successfully used as a basis for analyzing patterns in the retention of nanoparticles having different chemical compositions (Fe 2 O 3 , SiO 2 , NiO). This is the first publication presenting the outcomes of modeling lung retention of nickel oxide nanoaerosols under chronic inhalation exposure.
Introduction
Simulating real-life exposures is one of the forefront challenges of the modern preventive toxicology. Within this widely discussed problem [1] , however, one of the least developed (even if being long ago recognized) is the adequate experimental and mathematical simulation of long-term low-level inhalation exposures to particulates.
It should be mentioned, in this respect, that one of the oldest basic paradigms of general toxicology, the so-called dose-response principle [2] is usually regarded as virtually synonymous to the exposure-response relationship. However, in the situation of inhalation exposure this generalization of the said paradigm creates the most explicit uncertainty. In fact, in this situation the first challenge is to establish a correct dose -exposure dependency.
That is why mathematical prediction of inhaled particle deposition in the human respiratory system is of immediate practical significance for the dosimetry of toxic and radioactive aerosols. It has therefore been an important subject-matter for researchers, particularly in the mid-20th century. Studies in this area led to the development in the mid-1960s of the well-known and still relevant model of the International Commission on Radiological Protection [3] . A brief review of the studies in this subject area with a particular focus on nanoparticle retention is available in Fröhlich and Salar-Behzadi article [4] .
At the same time, it is obvious that long-term retention (i.e. accumulation) of particles in lungs may be directly measured in animal experiments only, and predicting such retention in animals based on one or another of the mathematical models would hardly be of interest from the practical point of view. However, systems analysis of the mechanisms controlling such retention, including their description by means of mathematical modeling, may be extrapolated to humans with due account not only for possible quantitative but also essential interspecies differences. Such modeling strengthens the theoretical basis of human health risk assessment and management and thus is highly important, even if indirectly, on the practical level.
It is well known that real-life environmental exposures, including those through particle inhalations, are mostly multifactorial [5, 6] . To simulate such situations is an especially challenging task which, as far as inhalation exposures mathematical modeling goes, might be approached only on the basis of one-factor exposures models.
In this paper we will be dealing with system models rather than with data models. The latter would simply approximate actual experimental data by a mathematical function describing the relationship between the exposure time and the mass of the retained particulate. On the contrary, the development of a system model begins with a simulation of the presumed structure and functioning of the system modeled followed by selection of its quantitative parameters such that would ensure a satisfactory fit of the model prediction (of the said mass, in our case) to respective experimental values. Since the first step of such modeling is based on certain theoretical premises, this correspondence may convey an important, albeit non-exhaustive confirmation that these premises were essentially correct. Indeed, the goal of system modeling is just obtaining such confirmation.
For our team, the starting point was a mathematical model for the retention of airborne polydisperse dust particles in tissues of lungs and lung-associated lymph nodes that we proposed a quarter of a century ago and tested repeatedly [7] [8] [9] . It should be noted that at about the same time, and independently of us, the so-called physiology-oriented multicompartmental kinetics model simulating pulmonary retention data on biopersistent, noncytotoxic aerosols in long-term inhalation exposures of rats was developed by one of the most prominent researchers in this field, late Werner Stöber [10] , and then by the Edinburgh research team [11] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , in our case it was a multicompartmental model which describes the content of a substance in an organ as distributed among several non-isokinetic compartments partly correlated with certain morpho-functional structures while the flows of the substance between these compartments are presented as a system of linear differential equations. The experimental data (both our own and those available in the literature) and theoretical premises that determined this structure of the model were set out in detail in the above-mentioned first publications [7] [8] [9] to which we'd like to refer the readers of the present paper. In brief, the main postulates underlying this structure were as follows:
1 The phagocytosis of particles deposited on the free surface of the alveolar region prevents them from penetrating into the pulmonary interstitium and is likely to facilitate their transfer into the zone of the mucociliary "escalator". 2 Alongside the internalization of particles by alveolar macrophages (АM), the role of an auxiliary pulmonary clearance effector is performed by neutrophil leukocytes (NL), whose contribution is the greater, the higher the cytotoxicity of the particles 1 .
3 Only particles that have not been internalized or were released again upon destruction of the macrophage that had engulfed it are capable of penetrating through the alveolar wall and further transport with the lymph (by short paths to the mucociliary region or by long paths into the systemic lymphatic stream to be then retained in lung-associated lymph nodes or to attain the bloodstream). 4 Given that mineral dusts then studied accounted for a rather low particle burden on a neutrophil, the destruction of these cells was assumed to be of little significance and thus was ignored by the model. 5 The interstitial macrophage pool is one of the widely recognized sources for the recruitment of alveolar macrophages, which accounts for the return into the alveoli of some particles that penetrated into the interstititum and were phagocytized by cells of this pool.
It is easy to notice that we did not then allow for the probable toxicokinetic role of particle solubilization in vivo, assuming it to be insignificant in terms of explicitely approximate modeling. In this respect, our approach to solubilization is not very much different from that of the authors referred to above [10, 11] . On the other hand, not only did those authors disregard the toxicokinetic effects of damage to macrophages by particles engulfed by them but often emphasized that they were proposing a retention model for non-cytotoxic particles. On the contrary, our model assumed a certain degree of cytotoxicity to be an inherent property of any mineral particle and simulated real toxicokinetic effects associated with just this characteristic: for instance, the above-mentioned release of internalized particles assumed to be directly dependent on the degree of their cytotoxicity.
The model constants were first identified by the data of a chronic inhalation experiment with quartzite dust in a very high concentration (about 90 mg/m 3 ) and then verified by the data of two other experiments with the same dust. The same model reliably predicted (by means of independently justified adjustment of relevant constants) a decrease in the retention of dust in the lungs with a decrease in the cytotoxic effect of the same quartzite dust brought about by the administration of Fig. 1 . Structure of the multicompartmental model for the kinetics of retention, redistribution and clearance of insoluble dust particles deposited in the pulmonary region of the rat lung [7] . Notation of constants is explained in the Subsection 2.2.
1 Note that irrespective of whether or not the neutrophilic shift in the BALF cell population is a sign of inflammation as it is typically assumed in the (footnote continued) literature including publications [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , or an permanently operating auxiliary phagocytosis mechanism of particle elimination as we have proved repeatedly (starting with [19] ), or, which is most likely, both in different ratios, the active involvement of neutrophil leukocytes in this process is beyond any doubt. a cytoprotector (glutamate) or in response to titanium dioxide dust which is less cytotoxic than quartzite. Later on the same model was used to successfully simulate, on the contrary, a higher retention of a more cytotoxic dust of standard quartz DQ12. Importantly, in the latter case [9] we used the actual results of the chronic inhalation experiment carried out by other researchers [20] .
It should be emphasized that the important participation of neutrophil leukocytes in the pulmonary self-clearance and the essential dependence of this process on the cytotoxicity of particles as estimated in short-term comparative tests enabled this model to be adapted to various levels of cytotoxicity.
As has already been mentioned, however, our model did not allow for (а) the possibility of particle penetration into the blood flow directly or through the lymph or (b) the clearance of the lungs and lymph nodes from particles as a result of dissolution rather than by the action of the physiological mechanisms. Meanwhile one could have conjectured that these processes (previously assumed to be quantitatively insignificant for particles in the micrometer range) do play an important part in the lung retention kinetics of nano-sized particles (NP). A tentative suggestion of changes in the structure of the model that should reflect these specifics of NP toxicokinetics ( Fig. 2 ) was provided already in our first publication in the area of nanotoxicology [21] .
It was only a few years later that we were able to carry out an actual long-term inhalation experiments with NPs using a "nose only" device [22] . Already the first such experiment involving Fe 2 O 3 iron oxide nano-aerosol [23] confirmed that the unexpectedly low retention of this substance in the lungs could be satisfactorily simulated with the help of this model only if it included elimination flows caused by particle solubilization.
Moreover, although it was beyond doubt that some dissolution occurs with any intrapulmonary particle localization (as demonstrated by the hypothetical model structure in Fig. 2) , it proved sufficient to assume for a model-based (i.e. obviously simplified) description of this process that the flows influencing particle retention in any way significantly were directed out of three compartments only (see Fig. 3 ). The respective flow rate constants were derived from the results of the experiments carried out to estimate the dissolution kinetics of Fe 2 O 3 -NP in some biologic media "in vitro". Since this kinetics was described by a two-exponential function, it was assumed that free particles deposited on the alveolar surface of the pulmonary region stay here for a sufficient time to be partly dissolved in accordance with the quick phase of dissolution "in vitro" while particles which have penetrated into the internal environment (lung interstitium and lymph nodes) dissolve in accordance with the slow phase.
As well as in our previous studies involving various dust inhalations, in this experiment, too, we adjusted the model constants that were dependent on the phagocytosis pulmonary clearance mechanisms, selecting the sign and degree of such adjustment based on the cytological characteristics of the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) obtained in a comparative study of the responses to a single-shot intratracheal instillation of Fe 2 O 3 or quartz DQ12. It should be specially noted that as early as in our first nano-toxicological experiments "in vivo" [21] we discovered neutrophil leukocytes (NL) to be heavily loaded with nanoparticles (in contrast to 1-μm particles), even though less so compared with respective alveolar macrophage (AM) load. Therefore our adjusted model allowed for the secondary release of nanoparticles as a result of cytotoxic damage not only to AM but also to NL. Subsequently, the same modification of the multicompartmental toxicokinetic model and similar approaches to the adaptation of its constants were used for describing pulmonary retention of particles from an industrial condensation aerosol with the predominance of submicron (including nanosized) particles of silicon dioxide SiO 2 [24] .
The adequacy of such modeling in both cases was confirmed by a satisfactory model simulation of experimental data on pulmonary retention of NPs, which we illustrate here with our experiment with SiO 2 -NP (Fig. 4) .
The objective of the next step was to test another statement: namely that, although the toxicokinetic model that we have developed could require additional adjustment to exposure conditions and certain properties of specific nanoparticles, it is basically adequate and thus reflects objectively the key mechanisms that control the pulmonary elimination and retention of nanoparticles. To this end, we used experimental results for nickel oxide nanoparticles (NiO-NP) pulmonary retention under chronic inhalation exposure at a relatively low level. This step in the development of the model is described in this paper for the first time while the toxic effects of this exposure are reported elsewhere [25] . Fig. 1 , now hypothesizing for the role of NP dissolution [21] . Notation of constants is explained in the Subsection 2.2.
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Materials and methods

Experimental techniques
Airborne NiO-NPs were obtained by sparking from 99.99% pure nickel rods using the Palas DNP-3000 generator and fed into a noseonly computerized exposure device (CH Technologies, USA) for 60 rats placed into individual restrainers (Fig. 5) . Particles collected on the polycarbonate filter and inspected under scanning electron microscope (SEM) had spherical form and either were singlet or formed small aggregates. The latter, if compact, were measured as one particle, and even with this assumption the particle size distribution (Fig. 6 ) proved rather clean-cut and restricted to the nanometric range with a mean ( ± s.d.) diameter of 23 ± 5 nm. The chemical identity of the nanoparticles sampled on the filters was confirmed by the Raman spectroscopy as being NiO.
The experiment was carried out on outbred white female rats from our own breeding colony with the initial body weight of 150 to 220 g, with minimum 12 animals in a group investigated at a certain exposure term. Rats were housed in conventional conditions, breathed unfiltered air, and were fed standard balanced food. The experiments were planned and implemented in accordance with the "International guiding principles for biomedical research involving animals" developed by the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (1985) and were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Ekaterinburg Medical Research Center Medical for Prophylaxis and Health Protection in Industrial Workers.
Rats were exposed for 4 h a day, 5 times per week, during 3, 6 or 10 [24] . Notation of constants is explained in the Subsection 2.2. (Fig. 3) for a real exposure period and averaged experimental data with 95% CI. The abscissa plots the duration of the exposure period in weeks, and the ordinate, the SiO 2 content of lungs in mg [24] .
months at the average concentration of NiO-NP in the nose-breathing zone equal to 0.23 ± 0.01 mg/m 3 . 2 In 24 h after the final exposure of each of these periods, a bronchoalveolar lavage was performed for differential counting of cells in the lavage fluid (BALF). NiO contents were measured in the dry tissues of individual lungs and of pooled lungassociated lymph nodes by the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy method (EPR) with a Bruker EMXplus EPR Spectrometer (USA). The same method was used for periodic measurements of the NiO-NP contents on pieces of the output filter of the inhalation setup after their incubation in deionized water, in BLAF supernatant or in fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 0 C for 4 days.
Identification of model parameters for particle redistribution, elimination and retention
The iterative mathematical procedure used for identifying coefficients of differential equations which describes particulate flows between model's compartments or out of the modeled system was described in detail previously [7] . Let us but remind that in our model these coefficients are interpreted as particle transfer rate constants which are notated as k ji for respective transfer from a compartment Xi to a compartment Xj or to outside "infinity" ( ∞ ) through the GIT. Later on, for the nanoparticles solubilization-due exits from a pulmonary compartment Xi into the circulation we introduced notation s i . Earlier we [23] so identified respective parameters of the multicompartmental model for the retention of nanoparticles with reference to Fe 2 O 3 -NP (Fig. 3 ) using the characteristics that had been proved reliable for modeling the retention of polydisperse dust particles of standard quartz DQ12 [9] and adjusting them in accordance with the outcomes of a comparative assessment of the BALF cellular response to intratracheal instillation of low doses of these two particulates and with the solubility of Fe 2 O 3 -NP in model milieus. Proceeding now to modeling the chronic inhalation exposure of rats to NiO-NP, it was but natural to take as the new starting point just this variant of the model validated for Fe 2 O 3 -NP and to adjust some of its parameters relying on similar comparative estimates of BALF cell counts and NP solubility. As always beginning from earliest works in this area, we adhered to a principle that it is inadmissible to fit a model prediction of retention to actual results by varying some other particle transfer rate constants for which no such experimental or, at least, reliable theoretical assumptions were available.
At the same time, we deem it possible to vary somewhat the mass deposition of particles in the lower airways (denoted as ω or ωu in all charts of the model), since this quantity could be estimated only very roughly based on the following tentative physiological considerations:
(a) The rat's minute respiratory ventilation as assessed experimentally by different authors varies between 78 mL [26] and 210 mL [27] .
The so-called Multi-Path Particle Dosimetry (MPPD) model for rats used in [28] assumes the breathing frequency to be equal 102 min −1 and tidal volume 2.1 mL which gives minute ventilation 214 mL which corresponds to upper and thus seems to be an extreme estimate. In the previous cases [23, 24] , we calculated particle deposition based on the minute ventilation value of 100 mL, which is within the above experimental range but of course somewhat arbitrary. , аs in a previous similar study involving Fe 2 O 3 -NP [22] . We found, however,that NiO-NP in this concentration caused marked signs of acute pulmonary toxicity precluding the possibility of performing any long-term exposure [25] (b) The pulmonary NP deposition fraction was assumed to be equal to 0.52, which is close to the lowest of the differently substantiated assessments given by [29] but much higher as compared with 0.124 assumed to be the alveolar region deposition fraction for 20 nm particles acoording to the same MPPD model [28] .
Taking into consideration that not only singlet but even compact aggregates of the inhaled NPs were in the low nano-scale range, we believe that our estimate was not too high but again not an "exact" value and might be somewhat adjusted -especially if one takes into consideration that the mean NP diameters were different: 14 ± 4 nm for Fe 2 O 3 -NP and 23 ± 5 nm for NiO-NP.
For model identification purposes we used as a statistical software the Mathcad 15.exe program.
Results and discussion
As was mentioned in the Introduction, we present here an experiment with NiO-NPs only with reference to a certain phase in the development of the mechanistic particle retention model which this paper is devoted to. A detailed description of the adverse effects resulting from inhalation exposure to these nanoparticles is the subject matter of special publications ( [25] and more in press]. Briefly, it was shown by us that the organism's non-specific responses to the action of NiO-NPs includes: diverse manifestations of systemic toxicity with a particularly pronounced adverse influence on liver and kidney function, redox balance, damage to some areas of brain tissue (associated with proven transfer of nanoparticles from the nasal mucosa along the olfactory tract); some cytological signs for probable development of allergic syndrome; an exposure length dependent genotoxic effect even at the low exposure level at which systemic toxicity was rather modest; and a paradoxically low severity of pneumoconiosis type pathology explained by a very small chronic retention of nanoparticles in the lungs. Along with the above, NiO-NPs also induced phase-related stimulation of erythropoiesis, which is relatively specific for the nickel toxic effects.
As for the toxicokinetic model under present consideration, to be able to simulate the above-mentioned paradoxically low retention of nanoparticles in the lungs, it had to be modified as shown in Fig. 7 . NiO-NP retention characteristics that justified such adaptation to be made and adaptation methods used are as follows:
1.NiO-NP solubilization in the organism (judging by the kinetics of dissolution "in vitro" -see Fig. 8 ) should be assumed to be even higher than that in the previous cases, although in this case as well it also had at least two phases: quick and slow.
Given such solubility, to use the previous model structure in which elimination due to this process was reduced to flows from only two lung compartments (Fig.3) would require the flow rate constants to be assumed unrealistically high without any agreement with the quantitative estimates of solubility "in vitro". Such wishful adjustment of the model could provide a desired result but would undermine our own trust in this model as a systems analysis tool. We therefore distributed the dissolution-associated elimination among a greater number of model compartments while allowing for the probability of intracellular solubilization of nanoparticles 3 .
2. In contrast to all our previous chronic inhalation experiments involving both dusts and nano-aerosols, the attainment of a plateau in the accumulation of the inhaled material in the NiO-NP experiment was not smooth in time but quite abrupt and virtually finished already by the end of earliest (3-months) assessment term. At a stable level of exposure, such leap-ahead retention kinetics could be possibly explained only by the assumption that in the still earlier phases the elimination of these NPs proceeded at substantially higher transfer rate constants followed by their reduction in either a stepwise or a smooth manner. The assumption of a stepwise reduction would require constructing two or more separate models of linear kinetics for different phases while the smooth one would require introducing into the model a certain mathematical function describing the decrease in its constants with time assuming a relatively quick attainment of a plateau by themselves. We have chosen the 2 nd option.
At the same time, there are no sufficient grounds to assume such reduction in relation to the flow rate constants of the particle elimination that are due to their dissolution. On the other hand, it is quite admissible to assume an impairment to the protective and adaptive functional mechanisms caused by a continuing toxic impact on the organism. Indeed, the phagocytic response of the lungs to NiO-NP inhalation was rather pronounced during the three-month term and noticeably attenuated in the subsequent periods (Table 1) . We may therefore assume that by the end of the three-month exposure period this response had already been a result of such reduction in the earlier period, at the beginning of which it was even more intense and effective.
Based on all these assumptions, we included into the mathematical model of NiO-NP retention in the lungs the functions 0.5 + .5*e −.1*t As a result of all of these transformations, the model prediction for the retention of NiO-NPs in the lungs fits well enough the experimental results in relation to both the relatively low height of the plateau and the unusually high speed of its attainment (Fig. 9 ). Note that the equilibrium level of retention predicted by the model by the end of the ten-months experiment lies within the 95% confidence interval for the mean value of actual accumulation of nanoparticles in the lungs.
It should be mentioned in this context that not only phagocytic clearance mechanisms may be subject to cytotoxic damage by NPs but also their translocation from alveoli to lung interstices which is described in our model as a passive diffusion process but is in fact controlled, even if partially, controlled by cells forming the barrier between these compartments [30] . In fact, it have neen already stressed by us that "we should try and incorporate into this model the possible toxicokinetic repercussions of the NP-induced damage to alveolocytes" [23] but this is still to be done.
As to the practical significance of our work, we'd like to stress again that the main goal of developing so-called "models of systems" (as distinct from "models of data") is not to directly simulate real-life situations but to strengthen theoretical foundations on which such simulations and predictions are based. Thus, for example, although toxicologists usually predict especially high human health risks associated with nanoparticles exposures, our model proves that it may be not absolutely right when dealing with inhalation exposure. 
Conclusions
Thus, the multicompartmental model for the retention of particles in lungs under chronic inhalation which was first developed for various conditions of exposure to practically insoluble polydisperse mineral dusts has by now been successfully used as a basic model for analyzing patterns in the retention of oxide nanoparticles of three various chemical elements (iron, silicon and nickel).
The most significant adjustment of this model to the conditions of exposure to these nanoparticles was required by the need to mathematically describe not only the physiological mechanisms of their elimination from the lungs and intrapulmonary translocation but also the kinetics of their dissolution "in vivo", while the relative contribution of the latter may be different for nanoparticles of different chemical nature.
Damage to the above physiological mechanisms by highly toxic nanoparticles or impairment of these mechanisms as a result of changes in the general protective reactivity of the organism under chronic intoxication may explain a non-linear character of the kinetics of retention of such particles.
In our opinion, a satisfactory effectiveness of the model under consideration which proved to be easily adaptable to variable conditions of chronic inhalation exposure to diverse particulates in both micro-and nano-size ranges, may be considered as a testimony to the adequacy of the theoretical mechanistic premises based on which this model has been developed.
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The Transparency document associated with this article can be found in the online version. Fig. 9 . The kinetics of NiO-NP accumulation in rat lungs as predicted by the model (Fig. 7) for a real exposure period (line) and the mean experimental data (dots with 95% CI). The abscissa plots the duration of the exposure period in weeks, and the ordinate plots the NiO NP content of the lungs in mg.
